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TO' start Ont'Zistussion today I should_ like to present

.__

fOr 'anew., curriculum, one based on the considerations, of 'the learning

oo

:

the outlines

.

process-Vdth'frOmTh Motivational-affect point Of, view as well as a

, .

cognitive one. The discussion has four, parts, going from an example of

.
-,--...., .

a five-year-old child's behavior,in._
-

,
.

.of conversation. ThiS in-turn we will

a_ngrsery school to a general theory

embed in still a laiger theory of

,
.

1--,---soclal networks (a problem we have recently giVen considerable attention).
, .

.,.. . ..

, . .,'
. .

_ .

The final remarks are directed to a.curricultit On'the-13road topi&of ,

S -'.

"'Teacher aslover." ff

Sandra t4arreft

_

s

The brief description of a child's interaction with its teacher that,

follows will be considered within the general framework ,of the child's'

attainment pf conversational skip..

.child s :speech behaviir

ez=61.1,

interaction difficulties.

,11 be seen

As such, this

The dysfunctional aspects of the

as one part of a series of social

example provides a concrete

setting within which tO,demonstrate some of the general themes developed

In this paper.
1

Sandra, a' physically ,normal five-year7olegIrl, silts quietlY at.a

table waiang for'her nursery school teacher-to brqin her lesson. 'She:
.

,

watches as the teacher moves toward her but says when 'her, teacher
,

11= AO* 4,=1 0.8Vt NM. n

Invited, addresa,' .AFitA, San Francisco, April 1976
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greets her.' ;'What would you like to do 'this morning,' the, teacher says. No
. , , .

/ 'reply. "Would. you like to look'at ails picture book?" $. no 'longer is:looking- ,
-.;

,
.

. . 44

.... at either the teachei.or. the picture .book the eacher has in her hand. lin-

response to a second request for directed attention, (looking at the book),
1,

the childJinally'turns toward the teacher-rstill natthe.pictUrehoOk itse4.f.

Asked the question a second time, the child.finaIp days, it Yea H (still flat °

4 ,

looking at the book before her). The teacher opens the bOokand'tnrms to a
.

4

,picture of an:autunnusceneleavea of many colors. ."Shorn me
4
the.red-leames,J1

she-saya: e .only looks at the page When the teacher, pointing

.

toward the book, directs the child'S attention-in that direction. ",Shay me

'k

the red leaves" is finally responded to correctly as the-child points to the s
c ---;-"r7- 4'

object in the book. : .

_

'. , --..I.

V

,-;-,
el

Trying to erigage,the child still furtherthe'teacher asks "D
. -

red on my blouse?" Without looking at the blouse the child answers "Yes."
. . -. , ..

,
. .

. .

. (In fact, there.is red'on.de bloused) "Touch the -red part" requires that =
. . .

.

the child turn toward the look at:heAlouge. After some hesitation

.. '

thechild finally complies with the - request. To'the final qUestione "Do you
4

.

have red on your shiiti" the.child ansWers.(Iiithout:lookine "1:1ar'litn's'
-

"4"-(Today lier-four:ryearTold-bidther's birthdaY_O' ' '

' '
!lack

'2
It appears that the :Of language' ability in this child, tea in terms

l r s

of comprehension'andproduction, is embedded in an array of.soctal-interacave

dysfunctions. In fact -this child Was placed in'this' nursery school setting.-

, i .

, . because she was found to'be serionsly.ne$lected by hermapier. Inquiries,
, . so

,4 .

comments and'replies are, curtailed and for the most part absent. Perhaps_ _

the architectural support for verbal elcchange that lies in more general forms
. ,

of social focus and attention have failed to develop because of her neglected
. . ,

4 . q

background, The child asks little of .the teacher, heitherinforMatiOn nor
04

4. ,,
f

.4'3 ty
I
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Ag

affective support, and phoWs Signs of not comprehending,the formit of question
,

, , .,
,

,, .e. ..
'answer interaction., She fails:to show signs of knowing either (1) that

r
,

:

.

questions require, nswers or M how to organizeher behavior to antwer
,

. .

...

Correctly (i.e., to direct her attention toward the relevant aspeCts of
,
her

e

-- environment which can supply the answer). When forcefdlly directed and

shaped to produce a response, as,in the final question she produces an
4 .\ , ',., -.

--.N ..'__ -',.answer but.-it is irrelevant to the question.'

, .
,

ti -, would seem.that Tor this child something of the essential nature and

r

structure of language-as a social instrument, one of exchange and-interaction,

...has, failed to develop. GiVen,her particular.history.of neglect, it is no
S. .

wonder why'speech,:'in particular- -speeCh baying exchange function, remains

underdeveloped. Why use - interactive speech if its historical function in

-social interaction is obscure?
T. .

.Althodgh we cannot reconstruct the deVelopmentd1 history,

we might spe late that the,neilect :of this child involved a whole spectrum

of social experiences which impoverished a number of social shills - -of

which convetsation.ismerely one.

k_crirttery....of Conversation

In' our .comments we- have at. SandrarepresentS an example
4

of a conversation dysfunCtiOn, in particular the inabi y to cope with'
--_--,---____

. , , i .

the qUe-Stionang.rer format. This example, 'as' well as some recent data bii-

K: now (personsl:oommunition) and Lewis and Cherry (1977) on mother-.
b ,.....

, . . .

.... infant question asking, raises some interesting "considerations concerning the

origin of the que format. The following cm7ng om"en--ts are meant

,to generate a,,theory of the ontogeny of-inquiry.and while exciting in its

implication, it is necessary for tis to keep.in.mind its speculative ndture.'

4
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The question forMat of all the funttional classification of utteran es

has the unique function Of eliciting a response and as such should be co sidered

the form most related to conversation, that is, the exchange of behavior in

this case, verbal) between two people. This question form is most common

and functions in social contexts to elicit interaction. For example,

when two adults in our culture meet, a most common fOrmiof_gragtillg

"How are you?"--a question. True, an answer'annOuncing a headache or some

other disorder would elicit surprise--the question was not really meant to

elicit an elaborate reply--it is nevertheless a question which does function
0 At

to get the other person to respond; An even clearer example of the function

of the question form can be seen when two adults who are not familiar with

each-other ire' placed-together, or even people who know each other but who hare

not seen each other for a long time. "What have you been doing lately?"

"How is . . .?" "What'g'new?" etc. If you think.of yourselves in this

F.

r
situation I-think you will find that the number of questions asked by

two people meeting iepresents an attempt to,produce conversation. It is

our belief that this format; the prototype of conversation, has its roots

in earliest social interaction.

If one measures what mothers of infants do (K, Snow, personal communicatiik),

one finds that question asking is a very common activity. This is s rprising

when we consider that in some sense the verbal form of question is nappropriate
1

fo the infant since it cannot process the verbal information. Several

.-
factors, however, indicate that it may not be as inappropriate as we might

initia e.1ieve. First, there is some evidence that at very early ages

the infant is, in fact, sea itive to the question form; that is, que\ tions

have a raised inflect n and this raised infleCtion is detectable (Ka an &__-

l

,
oll

Lewis, 1965; Lieberman, 1967). Moipover, this raised inflection is
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exaggerated b

response in the infiant.

indicates that the exaggerated quest
..... ,

ending results in- raising t sisal levelof

ieye, is to produce a

th their infants

of the arousal in a discharge such as cooin smiling sere

to the caregiver's question. Let me give you an example. The mother is,

changing the child on a there is zero degree facial looking - -both

ie looking at each other' face. Theinothe eying awdered the infant,

says "Does tht feel g00000d?" This question is repeate th
o

variationsand 'at the same time the mother displays a variety of fa

expression which are

infant's irou

omewhat exaggerated. Her tempo increases until the-77-7--

-------
and theft breaks info road grin. This

ars to be the answer t

after11ms-

(2) most often -s

uestion since-two events usua

r stops, ask's response:

take piece .

the ques tion)itui

'N "Yes it'does,"answer for t

-she says. Notice thi t not unusual phenomenon where the\--,mothe

seems-to-ho_j_)

ttasjc....an swer the question. --Car ul observation,,in'fa 2

----

eveals tha he has been able -. elicit an a rom the
-----.

course fo t could not be to bal re4onse; nevertheless. it is,_.

an answer and the caregive - ccepts it as such. is fp

is quite common for mothers and their infants. .These e

of question 'asking

,

question. forms

are now slowly beiig related to more formal linguistic acts. We ve

shown that starts aid to ations of 'questions in both mother and 12-w

Old infants are related'to the lac :e ability of these same infants at tWo

years (Freedle & Lewis, 1977) as well as to t

attempts (Lewis & Cherry, 197'7) .

other's desired socialization
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Although the conversational structure of quest`iu -answer continues

throughoutinfadcy and early childhood, the behavio subsumed under this

'activity'change. The behavior repertoire changed as a function of the

elopmental level of,the infant --as itgets older it can perform more

acts and these acts becote more coMplekas well, as the change in the

caregivers' rule; for-Tacceptance of' Constitutes an answer or reply to

their queStionS (this inj-turn of-course-is-dependent on die caregivers'

perception of the child's 4:bang skills).

Observations of the mother's quest ing behavior indicates that

initially almost any-response is deceptabab a response. Within fhe

\,

first 18 months arousal-discharge becomes less ac eptable and infant

responies such as orientationlooking at mother lwhi she asks a (guogtion

d verbal responses -- grunts to simple single word utt= antes -- become

increa gly, preferred. These-responses are accepted as replies which
,

covary with. unfolding skills of the child itself.' By two years of

age the child appears ('1) recognize questions as opposed- to directi'es

given in a question format (Sh 1975). For example,*"Jerry,,
N

can you close the door?" does,not really can you but will you close
1

the'door. (2) The child also knows that a true quest ormat requires

eply. This is a particularly interesting rule, "respond if que- ned,"

eads to a ether strange behavior in young preschoolince itoo

children. Many of you ound that if.yod ask a young child a questicin

you get a reply which has little to do with the questiOn. This behavior

can be explained if we believe that the child has overlearned the simple rule,

,..

n' %.

respond it'questioned." Paienthetically,this ru earning may explain ..-

I

---<,,,, .

.11 .
1

some of the unusual responses given when children's,belie re questioned.

'To the question format an answer is needed and the 'Child's answer o
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has less Ito do with the question itself than with the desire to, produce an
, .

,Answer, resulting in a non sequitur "r worse. By 24- months, the child's

predominant reply is a verbal res onse, even though nonverbal responses

are still being employed and wi 1 continue through.adulthood.

The final question-answe form chiefly involves the verbal mode but

l``i

accompanyingAt is usually/Visual regard and facial expressibn; An' '

/
. ,

.s PI
integration of the earlier modes-of reply with the more cognitively Advanced

.',

,skill 'Of language. A

Individual Differences

. While the preceding discUssibm
,

Attempts to develop the growth of the

-question-answer format--from a nonverbal a verbal interaction --it mist

be recognized that the rate,and,degree-of Skill developMeni in this area, .

. is very much an individial-Aiffereoce. Before 'ping into the discudsion
.

.
;,

c ,
of individual differences, there are at leadt tFo. dimensions of this

.

----alit which should be Ondidered: the rate'or the.time of appearance of the
,

, ., , , I t .

. - verb 1 use of ques ion-nswer by adult and child and the degree of use

.

or the amount of conver
I

a-si(number of,utterances) which can be considered

t

to be quest on-answering.
.,

L our an- sith le corrdct, theinost,effective source in.determiaing ,

the rate and degree this skills the sdRi4ereVironment. There are

'

,

'large individual cfifferenc in the'develoment of ih skill. 'Some:mothers.

------, ,, _ .
N

C-cn,, entl* use' the question-an er format, which if it doe iiorprqvide
.

.

,-
.

A"'"---46 answer at ast seems to alert the c ld'to an'event tIiig p1 and as
.---....,

..

such, may facili bal coding ontc. an ' :oing activity. ,Other

mothers hardly use this 'rmat at Individual d relines in this "'format

to be based onewo premises which.v atong,adults in degree

-
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2; ''''----...
---

to which theyare held.' Ihelarat Premise We shall call interpersonal
,

-_,
,----j-m-----------=:'' '_____L..3,\ri ".. , ,. -0 .- . .,

and reflects the person's attitude toward other peO)ole: If ,one tishes

,,

,other

..,

to be interactive; to be reciprocal in interpersonal-dealings,,then the'

question-andker Ormat-is ideal in irder to'facilitate,this desire. If,

however, one ,fis not interested in the responses'of another, then recip

IT

is not necessary and behaVior facilitating this will be iinote'd. People

usually don't ask questionji they are not_interested or willing to hear

A
the opinions,of others.

The second premise,_:more specifically related to the behavior toward

tY

children, is informational in nature. Why ask young children questioni-7

\''
Ib

or more bfoadly, why talk at allif the child.,Cannot understand" you? '

This premisethen,,is based on the view th any verl;a1Anteraction with a

'

young child is silly since it can do no goo 1r iihe drganism is too immature
Or

to profit from it. Both these'premisem seem to operating, usually

affecting group differences such as social cla where one find the

middle class much more likely to engage in question asking than the lower

class (Cherry & Lewis, in press; ,linton, Kagan,'& Levine, 1971).

One further group difference in this regfd is of some interest, that

of the difference between child-child and adult-child paitterns ofspeaking.
6 ., C

We believe that adults arenormally more likely to attempt-to elicit d '

response from a child than anOtherchild; thus we should be more likely to

. .. i'., t

I,-

find conversation, reciprocal and eRchangpehavior, around a single. theme,,

. ,

to beimore-- e 1?4O.00cur in adult-child 'than in.child-:child speech.'

. In our evigiha
...

xample, highlighting 'indiyidual,)differences, we see
N .

o' .in,Sandra'g behavior-a reta tion or failure to develop the appropriate
1 "

question- answer format. Her failOr y be in what shpuld'be called

sodial,cognition rather than cognitive dys nction. This difference

9



,

,and its implications can best be understood if we first

`social cognition."

Social Cognition

lain the phrase

If we are to consider the possibilities of considering plans for a

new curriculum, I think it necessary that we embed the specific comments in

s. , t.

the broadest context. To do thii we will talkabout human nature,_undern_L

'4
standing the risk in''any dismission which reports to deal with sta-

.

,

a bro&I conceptualization.
.

'It is our belief that language, social and cognitive are

..

interrelated and in sinde all are aspect's of-the.samennified'
. .

,

AS.

developmAat of the child (Lewis & Cherry, 1977). IndiVidualsdevelop

social, language and cognitive knowledge in interaction with eadh,other.

,

Language, cognitive and social knowledge are not discrete domains but.' ,

are aspectd of the interaction:of individuals.

Within this unified fcramework an important delmlopmental phenomenon can

be observed. In general, development from this unifi'ed framework is a
s

, 4

gradual diffgrentiation between the various domaind. Wegwould strongly

support a modellof.development in which change from a unified, ,highly

interac tive system to one which is differentiated'andSpecialized occurs-
.

as a function of ,age. We envision such a, system as a-tree, the trunk

being the unified and integrated systesiof knowledge and-the branches being_.;

. R

the separate areas -of knowledge, some df which are totally independent '

of others while others are still somewhat dependent. This specific model

Allows for both the integration of knowledge from a developmental perspective-
, , : .

.

as well as a' statement of functional independence as an/end.product development.

.
. . t

,

14 0
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MoreOver, it llawis fqi a consideration of what behaviors (o± skills)

6 remain consistent of Change and which undergo transformations. Consider

linguistic knoWledge as an example.' At first children understand the meaning'

of a linguistic act only by attending to the occurrence of that act within a

specific social Context. That is, cognition in general and language in,
o

pafticular is embedded,in.a unified frame of knowledge." Only with development

ip knowledge separable into its component parts: Thus for example, it is

e

only later that the child is capable of understanding or ProdUcing
4 Cs, anguage, without its. em ddedilesa in a social context. This movement

..

from a Anaified and interlockin et of knowledge Into a large set of

specific, single and separate capacities is the hallmark of early developmint.

We have assumed the unified framework to be embedded in a Social.

context. This asspraption6.is based largely on our belief that the task and
ft s

context,of the infant's adaptation is to-itssocial world (Lewis & Weinraub,

.
.,.

1977). 'Without the skills and ability to pa.c,sper.Withinita framework,
4 4. ., ,

.

the newborn infant cannot survive (BaWlby, 1969). Moreover; much of its
. .

eitrixture-such as hemispheric differettiation Eat processIng,speech and
. .

A

A. Oy g n sy

R
C i

6

, s

non-spepapoilnds (Maltese; 1972)-as well, as Its organization principles

(Sander,: 1977; Stern, 1974) may be constructed around it social world.

: iFinally, much evidence s accumulating that,the child's earliest 'knowledge

is organized around social information (McGurk & Lewis, 1974). It is our
°

,

, .
,

'-.

1

belidf thafAman is a social animal and it is within and frai its social

1 world that the skillg uniquely human emerge.,

1.1

-.
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Teacher, as Lover f °.
N

I-hope that I have been able to convince you that, social behavior is
.

an essential dimerision the consideration of both what. and how infants

and'young children learn; -early learning experience cannot be separated'

from:the context of the experience and that context is a social one. One

migbk.wish to'brbaden this analyglia to argue that learning in general may

require a soclar,00ntext: In a more traditional sense the learning

experience must have a. socidemo4pnal'component in order for learning

to occur. The teacher-lea er relationship will be significant (ply to the

degree that it is gmbedde'd within t4 social experience. Consider the

parent-child as a teacher-student relationship, it must certainly be

characterized as a learning. experience in which learning is embedded within

a rich fabric of'sociOemotional behavior. All relationships, in-which

piinificant\learning takes place, appears to' possess this complex fabric of

olot,

,information exchange within a socioemotional context --lovers'and siblings

being examples that readilyocome to mind. Evdn more formal learning situa ons--

for example, an apprenticeship, system -- require that,the learners totally

embed themselves within 'the whole life of the teacher. Finally', even formal

educational systems--those eMploying tutors--likewise embed formal learning

situations within an interpersonal relationship.

We may have lost sight of the importance df the teacher-student

interpersonal relationship when we engaged in the system of public and free

universal schooling. The present model of teacher-learner, one which can

be viewed as'chiefly an exchange of information, would appear,to be derived

from the public education requireMent of teaching many children at the

same time. Public education and,the model it prodUces May be unique in

that it separates the learning experience of the child frow the fabric,of

12
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.[
. ..

'the undellying social motivational systems

We hive attempted to demo,net'rate that theJim nce of the inter-
..

. relatibnship of learning with the socioemotional conclxt is developmentally

bilund; the youn er the child the more incapable;, the organism is in separating'

ctiam.(and dp $e) into its various domains.2 We would argue as a

lr
general le that tie younger the child the greater is the need to embed the,

4

learning experience within a social-emotional context. In fact, for the .

ver young, as our example of mother-infant question-answer implies', they

:area inseparable'.1

,:il:ndividUal differences in learning ability may not be a function of

,some 'underlying dysfunCtion (although we cannot rule this out) but

'differences in learnirig within the context of what is to be learned. In

feet, it may be the interaction of the mismatched learning situations and
. 0

underlying dysfunct n thay may be the most debilitating-of all. For

6

example, a powerful social class difference (at least among certain groups

may be the degree Of adult or peer orientation. :If poor childre eve less

adult and more peer orientation--a striking finding ze orted by C. Brown

in'Manchild in the Promised Land (1971)--then learning differences when an

adult is the teadher.may be due to the context of learning, not any

underlying cognitive dysfunction (Lewis Eirtose.nblUm, 1975).

We started our discussion withla ex a single child. to

conclude I should like to return to her. If, uputhil this point, my

comments have been unclear

of learning has escaped you

.1

or if the implication fora new conceptualization

(or Me), perhaps the example of how we are .
k A

4, 4.

attempting to teach this child will help to clarify dome of my comments.

-

1,-..
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Our first attemptpat teaching her was along more traditional dimensions.

Since her language usage, concept attainment and general knowledge store

seemed inadequate, we thought to teach her colors, letters and thOse

other skills which could help her in school. After two months it was

apparent that Sandra wasn't learning; she was making little progress

in learning her colors,and letters while the other children were showing

gain. Observation of thelchild within the learning-situation confirMed

our earlier impressions: Her behavior in the classroom matChed.that we

saw when s e was alone with the teacher. She did not selectively attend--

the adult was not a potent stimulus for her. She did not look or answer

when the teacher asked questions, either to her or to the class' in general.,"

She did not ask questions. She was not learning because she appeared to

lack the skills for learning: she had to taught how to learn!

Our curriculum was designed to meet that need.. Bandrea behavior

was' reminiscent of a young child's,behavidi who had not benefited from

normal mother-infant interaction--there was no flow and reciprocity in

her behavior (see Brazelton et al., 1974, for example). We need to start

a program of conversation, specifically the questianlanswer format. To this

end, each day Sandra is given a 30-minute episode where her teacher,

alone with her, engages in' question asking behavior. The questions center

around her ongoing activities, what she is feeling, and .on occasion what

she has done or will do (these questions we have found less effective in

, eliciting responses). The question asking occurs at a frequent level with --

an acceptable answer Initially being a visual regard and selective 4

attention response. No verbal response was initially required. Sandra's

failure-to produce a smile or visual regard to a question, elicits a repetition

14
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of the question with the inclusion of high and exaggerated infec'tion' ,

and.facial expreseidh. It is our hope to follow'this initial curriculum

development With increased usage of verbal response; this, however, will

t.

only occur after we have established the conversational /interactional skill.

The curriculum developed for the child is only two months old. 'Great

progress has been made in this initial phase. Question asking elicits

selective attention and appropriate facial expression.` One and twoword

replies are beginnineto emerge. Sandra appears happier, she is more

integrated into the activities of the nursery and sheShows increasing signs

of reciprocal interaction within her social 'world. It redains to be seed

whether her deficit can be overcome through thid-procedure--more, it

awaits furtHer,testing to determine whether our formulation of,,social
,

cognition dysfunction is a legitimate conceptualization,

We belieVe that learning in general and some language acquisition,

skills in particularinvolve the social environment of the child.-

Moreover, it is our strong view that this interconnection between-
..

cbmpetencies,(6ocial, cognitive, linguistic, etc.) changes as a'function

of ontogeny --the youngerthe child the greater the interrelatedness.

The implication for dytfunctionintervention and curriculum development

is broad._tWemust come to understand the dimensions of the chiles world --
,

.

we hold it to be social--and'maniptilate that world to effect the. changes

we think best. We have conceptualiied
,

the child's social, network

c......-i-----:COntainidg parents, other adults and children as cgpprising

.

the context

.

out of which later skills are to, evelop. It is this context which

provides the prototype of muctl*subsequent development.

A

/,

ti
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Footnote-

1
-The child learning literature is full of examples of this; -see

for:example, Lewis,

learned faster when

Wail andA.Lronfreed (1963) who showed that first graders

,a social Versus' nonsocial reinforcer was used, but by

,
the siita grad children 'showed little difference in their learning

'ability as a Tundtion of the nature' ehe reinforcer.
,

t ? .!
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